
Descriptions of Team Organization 

A Proposal for CTYLA

by Dan St.André ~ Revised:  17. Dec. 2012

Background
Central Texas Youth Lacrosse Association (CTYLA) coordinates the efforts 
of multiple youth sports organizations to play field lacrosse in and around 
Austin, TX.

Players are organized into Divisions by CTYLA rule1 based on the Player's 
grade in school as of 1 January of the season.

The Divisions

• Bantam – grades 1 and 2 (typical age 6 or 7)

• Lightning – grades 3 and 4 (typical age 8 or 9)

• Junior – grades 5 and 6 (typical ages 10 or 11)

• Senior – grades 7 and 8 (typical ages 12 or 13)

Player Assessments

We encourage member organizations to create and use the same player 
evaluation across all Divisions and Flights and from year to year. These 
assessment records document player development progress and provide a 
useful tool for coaches and parents.  In addition, these records offer 
continuity from season to season and between the several levels.  The 
continuity then enhances the general integrity of the organization's player 
evaluation processes by reducing or eliminating most of the factors that are 
valued by some coaches and then dismissed by others – regardless of the 
reasons.

Winning and Losing

The traditional way to play a game involves keeping score. The team with 
the most points “wins,” and the other team “loses.” Some people are 
concerned that an emphasis on winning distorts the sports experience for 
the youngest players and those players with the greatest need for learning 
and development. Consider using offensive team statistics such as face-off 
win,  ground balls collected, successful passes, or shots on goal as measures 
of game-day success. Older players might then add defensive team statistics 
such as blocked passes, successful slides or rides, or proper setup after 
transition.

1 Currently, U.S. Lacrosse uses an age-based system at the Division level:  U15, U13, U11, U9, and U7. There are 
administrative differences between these two systems that present unique challenges in either case.
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The Flights

Divisions are furthers organized into Flights based on the skill levels of the 
players on each individual team. CTYLA identifies the need for team Flights 
based on teams formed each season. Further, CTYLA offers the following 
guidelines that member organizations may use to assign their players and 
teams into specific Flights

In the past, CTYLA has used various colors such as RED, BLUE, WHITE, etc. to 
designate various Flights.  Other sports use letters,  A, B, C or  Roman 
Numbers, I, II, III.  Here we use descriptive names in the interest of clarity 
about the intended participation in each Flight.

CTYLA Member Organizations are free to implement team Flights as they 
consider appropriate for the available pool of players in each Division. All 
players in the Bantam Division are likely to only meet the recommendations 
for a Beginner Flight due to player age, dexterity, and coordination. We 
discourage creation of other, more advanced Flights, for Bantam Division 
teams.

NOTE – CTYLA strongly discourages member organizations from using policies or practices  
that deliberately assign experienced players or teams into a Flight intended for those with  
less experience for the purpose of creating large number of wins against weaker  
opponents.

Reality

It is unlikely that one will have a group at any level that is 100% of 
any one type of players.  When ranking players, it is often very easy to 
classify to top 20-25% and the bottom 20-25%.  It is the players in the 
middle 50-60% who present the largest challenge.  Will Johnny benefit 
most from “playing up” among stronger, more competitive mates or 
will it be best for him to “play down” among mates getting more skills 
development training?

Since we expect mixtures of player skill and conditioning, even and 
the most elite levels, here are some guidelines for how one might 
make Flight assignments.

• The Bench:  The few weaker players on a highly skilled team 
often benefit from the support and encouragement of their 
mates. In practice, they are often abandoned to the bench while 
the team chases that all import list of victories.

• Stand-Outs:  Any team at any level may have one or two 
players that have much better skills than their mates. Often they 
can help as “junior assistant coaches” working to encourage 
other players while the adult coaches focus elsewhere.

• 60-40:  After player evaluations, if 60% or more of a team have 
higher skills levels, consider assigning the next higher Flight.

• Half-plus-one:  When one more than half of any given team 
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consists of a higher skill level, strongly consider assigning the 
next higher Flight.

We leave these decisions to the individual programs, but encourage 
careful consideration of the impact across all of CTYLA. 

Beginner

Players are true rookies in field lacrosse.

• no prior lacrosse “team play” in prior two(2) years other than 
that offered as a formal part of school physical education 
program or PE enrichment program

• no attendance at lacrosse-specific camps

• prior participation in other organized sport permitted

Skills and Conditioning

• little or no ability to pass & catch with a middie stick.

• Age-appropriate ability to run on grass fields

Game Play

• more like an intense scrimmage than a pure game

• keep score is encouraged

• there are no formal team standings, rankings or playoffs

• there is no championship

Intermediate

Players are refining their skills and learning the game.

• Played on an organized team one(1) time in the past two(2) 
years in any form of lacrosse: Field, Box, or  Indoor

• Attended one(1) or more lacrosse-specific camp

Skills and Conditioning

• able to pass, catch, and run with the ball (cradle)

• some straight line running, cutting and dodging skill

• able to run the field length in a reasonable time and effort.

Game Play

• contests are true games

• Events limited to Intermediate teams

• Events may involve Advanced teams by mutual agreement

• My scrimmage with Beginner teams by mutual agreement
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• keep score

• there are no formal team standings, rankings or playoffs

• there is no championship

Advanced

Players  know the game and continue refining their skills and learning 
the game.

• Played on an organized team two(2) or more times in the past 
two(2) years in any form of lacrosse: Field, Box, or  Indoor

• Attended two(2) or more lacrosse-specific camp

Skills and Conditioning

• strong stick skill that are age-appropriate

• strong running, cutting and dodging skills that are age-
appropriate

• continuous running for three(3) to five(5) minutes when well 
rested.

Game Play

• contests are true games

• Events limited to other Advanced teams

• Events may involve Intermediate by mutual agreement

• May scrimmage Select teams by mutual agreement

• keep score

• the league will maintain standings and arrange playoffs

• there is a championship

Select
NOTE – At the time of this writing, CTYLA does not operated any sort of “select” or  
“elite” program. We offer this description to  inform organizations about how 
participation might be organized.

Players skilled and capable for their age group.

• Participation by try-outs and other evaluation processes 
designed by member organizations

• some players are turned away

Skills and Conditioning

• Each application receives a written report of their skills and 
conditioning test results
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• Unsuccessful applications receive a written description of 
specific areas for improvement required for future success.

Game Play

• contests are true games

• events may require travel at the regional or national level

• keep score

• events limited to other Select teams

• there is no championship

Coach Dan's “Rules”

1. Have fun. 
We play games to have fun and share experiences with our friends. If  
we are not having fun, why are we doing this?

2. Respect the Game.
Always behave in a way that honors the rules of play, your team, your 
organization, your coaches, the other team, the officials and fans and 
exhibits sportsmanship at all times.

3. Strive to do better NEXT time.
Every time you take the field – whether for games or practice – bring 
one activity then work to improve that activity. If you don't have any 
ideas, then ask a team mate or coach.

4. Win or Lose, Learn Something.
Whatever the final score, identify something you can work improve 
for next time. Every contest is three teams:  “us”,  “them”, and “the 
officials.” Each team brings their best game to the field. How can your 
efforts be better as an individual or team next time out? Consider the 
skills, X's and O's but also your preparedness, behavior, conditioning 
and sportsmanship.
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